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A YEAR FOR PLANNING  
 

It was three steps forward, and two steps back  in 2019. While we moved forward 
with our project development goals, we also stepped back to do some critical 
evaluation and planning.  

Our Board, Staff, and Bridging Team members started the year by developing a 
long term plan. Professional facilitator Brenda Tindale led us through the 
process. While it’s daunting to see all the work ahead, we now have a “bridge” to 
the future.  
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Bedford House is a catalyst for  
social, economic, and spiritual innovation. 

THEORY OF  CHANGE:  INNOWEAVE STRATEGIC  CLARITY  PROCESS  
 

Bedford House has created a social innovation called Bridging Teams, an application of the              
international anti-poverty framework called Bridges Out of Poverty.  

Bedford House finds itself on the brink of delivering a successful model to Peterborough that               
could be applied across Canada. In the winter of 2019, we grappled with how to translate our                 
learnings into a community-wide impact. The poverty problem is urgent, and we are limited in               
our capacity to deliver more than one team per year.  

In the midst of determining how to       
effectively scale out Bridging Teams     
to achieve collective impact, we     
discovered the Innoweave   
process. We applied, and to our     
surprise, our tiny project received     
funding to hire a coach.  

Over spring, summer, and fall we      
worked with Sally Fazal of Social      
Impact Advisors to develop our     
strategic clarity about just how to      
replicate this model that we’re all so       
excited about.  

Bridging Teams have the capacity to      
change the conversation about    
poverty, with volunteers from    
middle- and upper-income groups    
working in solidarity with those living      
on lower incomes.  

Rationale for Theory of Change  

The advantage of the Innoweave     
process is its emphasis on rigour and       
research (or “pressure-testing”). We knew vaguely      
what we had to do; now we know exactly what is           
needed to achieve the kind of community-wide       
impact that is needed. 
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In August we received a Trillium Seed Grant to study the Feasibility of scaling-out the Bridging 
Team model.   

 

 

THEORY OF CHANGE  

Bridging Teams create broad social networks across economic class lines,          
improve attitudes, open social and economic doors, and change the          
conversation about poverty.  

In order to scale out Bridging Teams, Bedford House will:  

1. Run one Bridging Team annually as a “lab” to test new approaches for training  

2. Establish a social enterprise to be a Catalyst for scaling-out the Bridging Team model. 

3. Cultivate relationships and opportunities through a Neighbours Network of Bridging 
Team participants (past and present) and interested friends 

4. Recruit Storyteller Interns - a cohort of low-income Bridging Team participants and 
advisors to be trained as Facilitators 
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5. Develop effective marketing for organizations to host their own Bridging Teams  

6. Develop strong monitoring, evaluation, and reporting strategies to continually improve 
the Bridging Team training.  

7. Nurture a growing alliance among local advocates to establish a Prosperity Alliance, 
or Community Development Corporation in the long term  

MILESTONES - CREATING  A MODEL  
 

Bridging Team program development:  

○ Fall 2014: Lynn attends Bridges Out of Poverty workshop held by Peterborough Health             
Unit – mirrors her experience of crossing from poverty into middle-class culture. She             
pursues training from aha! Process Inc. to deliver the program.  

○ 2015 - 16: Research of the Bridges Out of Poverty framework and various applications              
in communities across North America. Lynn & Allan are certified as a Getting Ahead in               
a Just-Gettin’-By World facilitators.  

○ Fall 2017: Lynn and Allan gather first pilot Bridging Team’s group of fifteen at Trinity               
United.  

○ Spring 2018: Lynn becomes certified as a Bridges Out of Poverty trainer. Pilot Bridging              
Team process ends. Team continues under its own leadership.  

○ Summer 2018  : Report of results of pilot Trinity Bridging Team. Recommendations           
gathered. Four members of the first team trained as Facilitators.  

○ Katherin Snajdr-Zabehlicky hired as Project Manager. Bridging Team video released.  

○Winter 2019: Two newly trained facilitators gather 2 nd Bridging Team at the Mount             
Community Centre using revisions from first pilot’s evaluation. Catalysts all live at the             
Mount. Mentors are previously unknown to us – coming from a volunteer bulletin             
board.  

○ Summer 2019: Innoweave Strategic Clarity process serves to focus efforts. Bridging           
Team Facilitator Training guide created to equip new leaders to start their own teams.              
Scaling out Feasibility Study conducted to replicate Bridging Teams across          
Peterborough / Ontario / Canada.  

○ Fall 2019: Neighbours Network gatherings where alumni from Bridging Teams expand           
their social network and new folks are introduced to what it’s all about. 

○Winter 2020: Group of seven Storyteller Catalysts – with lived-experience of poverty -             
gathered to “Change the Conversation” / train as Bridging Team Facilitators / form a              
social enterprise to deliver training & facilitation. The Storyteller Catalysts try out their             
new skills at monthly Neighbours Network gatherings.  
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THE LAB:    M OUNT BRIDGING  TEAM 
 
The first Bridging Team was such a success, we asked “is this just a fluke?”  
We took learnings from the first pilot and road-tested the model with two             
trained facilitators from the first team (Kat and Todd) and a new group of              
volunteers.  
 
We continue to learn and adapt in order to capture “the recipe” to make the               
magic happen. Food, fun, and storytelling in a safe learning environment is key.  
 
Hospitality, Curiosity, and Dignity are     
the three “legs” beneath each team.      
We have developed a Bridging Team      
Facilitators’ Guide to accompany our     
training and support for scaling out the       
model to the entire community. 
 
The 2nd Bridging Team is hosted by       
residents of the Mount. Mentors joined      
them to study the 16 week Getting       
Ahead process.  
 
NOTE: The Mount Team is supported      
entirely by individual donors and team      
member contributions.  

 
In May graduates were handed a certificate by        
facilitators Kat and Todd. “It’s contagious…”      
says Kat, “the sharing, the learning, the       
laughter, and the deepening of relationships –       
all as part of a global social movement to end          
poverty – you just want more!”  
 
The Mount Bridging Team continues to meet       
weekly, study, share stories, and deepen      
relationships. Each team is designed to be       
self-sustaining after its first start up year. Our        
facilitators step back and the team continues       
developing their relationships and support     
systems.   
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NEIGHBOURS N ETWORK  

What is the Neighbours Network? 
 

● THE NEIGHBOURS NETWORK is an opportunity for anyone interested in Bridging Teams 
to stick their toe in the water. You’ll meet past and present Bridging Team participants, 
enjoy a meal together, and share in an evening of “Food, Fun, Storytelling”. 

Who can join the Neighbours Network? 
 

● The Neighbours Network offers an open invitation to pass along to friends and neighbours: 
to those interested in being part of Bridging Team Group and to those who want to be part 
of changing the conversation around poverty. 

Where and when does the Neighbours Network happen? 
 

● In the St. Paul’s Presbyterian space at the Mount Community Centre, 1545 Monaghan Rd. 

● The 1st Wednesday of the month, from 5:00 to 8:00 pm 

● Join our email list to stay in the loop! email: bedfordhouse551@gmail.com 
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STORYTELLER  CATALYSTS GROUP 

 

With support from the City of Peterborough, the United Church of Canada, and             
the Catherine Donnelly Foundation, we have developed the Bridging Team          
Facilitator Training process and guidebook.  

To test its effectiveness we engaged six consultants to help ensure the training is 
focussed on the needs and skills 
of “under-resourced” 
participants. These Storyteller 
Catalysts bring their lived 
experience of poverty into the 
process.  

Not only will they help create the 
training process and guidebook, 
but along the way they will be 
trained as co-facilitators of future 
Bridging Teams.   

The Storyteller Catalysts will help     
others understand what it is like to live in poverty in Peterborough. Through             
storytelling and sharing their life experiences, we will begin to change the            
conversation around poverty. 

Changing the Conversation:  

From “Poverty is the problem” to “How can we imagine how to better             
redistribute resources in order to fully utilize the gifts and skills of everyone in our               
community?”  

Outcomes:  

● Individuals build resources and understanding; influence others; build         
self-esteem; reduce social isolation and increase social connectedness  

● Perceptions shift, community takes action, greater sense of purpose in tackling           
social issues  
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FINANCIAL  STATEMENTS 2019 
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OUR NEW LOGO FROM FROLIC ART & DESIGN 

THANKS TO  OUR SUPPORTERS!  
 

Our thanks to: Pilkington Henniger Charitable Trust, St. John’s United Church           
Foundation, Helping Homes Fund of The Vancouver Foundation, David Walsh,          
John & Thea Patterson Family Fund. 
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LOOKING  AHEAD 
 

Donations to the Catalyst Fund  support the participation of         
under-resourced team members. Bridging Team members      
receive $25 weekly. Storytellers earn as much as        
$300/month. (maximum allowable on social assistance      
without penalty).  
Cheques made out to: Greenwood United Church  
(with Bridging Team in the memo line) 
 

Recruiting now for 2 teams starting Fall 2020.  
 
Currently recruiting mentors with skills in Marketing, Fund        
development, and Leadership training to support the       
scaling out plan. Commitment includes weekly meetings       
Wednesdays midday for 3 hours. The work will use a          
Bridging Team format to support staff and storytellers.  
 
Bridging Team Facilitator Training recruiting participants      
for a 3 day workshop format. If you’re interested in starting           
a team in your church, neighbourhood, or agency get in          
touch with Lynn at bedfordhouse551@gmail.com  
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